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[Update 22 January 2022] UPDATE: Crash, Energy Shortages, Fed
"Uncertainties"

It should be self-evident and it is rather "uncanny" that all the coincidences with
housing markets showing about to crash, crypto crash, energy crisis, but also a
"potential confrontation" with Russia are all happening at the same time.

Notice the date above in preparation...They have timed it with the 22 1 22
heavily. This in their numerology can be perceived as a passing into the "22".

Meanwhile, the FED does not know what to do. The incessant printing of infinite
gorillions of dollars has been increasing the inflation exponentially even in
consumer goods. From the gorillions printed, the biggest artificial growth of the
economy has occurred last year. Meanwhile, no wages or anything functional has
followed.

In Europe, geopolitically, there is 40% natural gas dependence upon Russia. If
anyone has read the news, they notice the situation with Russia. Based on this,
Europe wants to construct East Mediterranean energy sources and pipelines for
natural gas, to reduce this dependence with Russia.

Traditionally, situations like this not only imply heavy taxation [the people are
being taxed for everything and debt is passed onto the next generations, you
paid for the "vaccine" too and all the lockdown money - your future self did, and
your present self through inflation], but also chances are prices of natural gas
and other energy will keep rising. This doesn't look like it's anywhere close to
being stopped.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=63564


Between reality and the artificial creation of a crisis, there are elements of both.
But it's mostly artificial and price induced. No change in sight for this yet, and
only applied changes that look the part of solving anything, are long term. People
will see bigger bills in Europe for energy for sure.

The failure of the "handling" of Co-Vid is so severe and so self evident, and the
agenda of theirs so exposed. Yet since most people do nothing, they continue.
Now, I have explained before that 2022 will be a year of major twists financially.
There will be redistribution of wealth during this year.

Additionally, the multiplying of the fortunes of most of the richest institutions,
many of which are financial and seek profits [justifiably], is going to put
tremendous stress on the real economy.

The above was to be expected. Everyone has been warned from November 20th
about the upcoming condition of the economy. If you know the Joy of Satan, you
know that no warnings are issued without a factual background. We are the
opposite of a fear inducing news site that merely wants to create sensational
nonsense. These repeat lies everyday. We write to you only when there is real
danger ahead.

Looking at the markets and crypto markets today, or the inflation rates in
consumer products, or a frozen FED, you might understand why we issued
warnings on the subject as early as November.

Protect your assets, mind your moves, and be very vigilant and careful for the
next months starting 2023.

These are NOT normal years or circumstances. All of this will "pass" but it will
take at least one and about two years for the situation to reach a phase where
radical changes will stabilize anything.

Above all, don't be a fool that thinks falsehoods and stay instead close to the
Gods. Yes, humanity *WILL* need their help, and that goes on individually. Most
people do not have any access to any help, they will be victimized fully as they



have been for the last years. They will pray to "Jesus" and nothing will happen.
The list goes.

The difference lies in which people will finally get this help. As a Spiritual
Satanist, you have this opportunity, so do not waste it.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

[Update 20 November 2021] UPDATE: When does this all end?

[siatris666] wrote:
Will the economy crash after war with china?

[HP. Hoodedcobra666] wrote:
That is not there yet. For now, it will be a mix of :

1. Inflation
2. Artificial fake shortages, actual energy shortages
3. Shortages of human labor force due to bullshit Co-Vid fake shit laws and
prohibitions
4. Internal disarray because of the above factors.

War with China is not for now, but might be a final card they might wanna
pull up in the future in case nothing else works. But they will make sure to
have set up the United States for total failure before they will even try to
begin such a war.

[BrightSpace666] wrote:
Are there any social problems associated with them? The current
situation caused by the epidemic is not surprising. How much longer
are they going to drag this CoVID out? How much longer can this
unjustifiable closure to the epidemic, this systematic vaccination
paradigm, this economic collapse, this bankruptcy, be tolerated. How
much longer will this go on?



They require a lot of patience and perseverance. I didn't think it
would come to this, that they would deliberately go viral to promote
their agenda.

They have gambled it for now as most people haven't been reacting. They hope
this will continue until 2030 where this ends with everyone in a pod, living a
dystopia kind of nightmare. They have openly explained how this is envisioned
by them. We are dealing with maniacs that won't really give up, people who are
insane, and yes, the alien agenda incarnate and thrown in the front for all to see.
And currently, they are inflated to no end.

They don't hide it either that they plan to perpetuate the "Co-Vid" situation
indefinitely, if they are left to their own, and no, they will not want to declare this
an actual endemic illness, or even if they do, they will insist on the insanity with
the booster shots, extreme coercion measures, irrational decisions.

Two years later the hype is being kept alive by the jewish media and the jewish
afflicted and infiltrated governments, despite of any logical facts, and without
caring about a thing. People from the whole political spectrum are now looking at
the situation with question marks above their heads, as to why did we even get
there in the first place. Nothing really makes conclusive sense.

It does make sense if one has studied quite a few "things" that have been
called "conspiracy theories". That's essentially the jews halting the whole
Western Civilization over an elongated fake terror mongering situation
based on Co-Vid, to slow down the West so that it's eventually submerged
by China on the exterior, and falling into "leftism" and "communism" and
"weakness" through the interior. That's the long term plan, and it has many
faces. Accelerating extinction, halting progress, and fiscal destruction of
the Western World is also embedded into this, same as weakening and
demoralizing the population of the West. Globally, this will reflect on the
major death toll and also a progressive culling of human population
through numerous different paths that all lead to the same end. Klaus has
summarized this in his "Great Reset" rhetoric, sponsored by the Greys of
course.



Generally, this should not hold forever, but we are faced with at least 2 more
difficult years. That, granted people might react and/or the situation becoming
unbearable, all things considered.

If people do not react or take this seriously, and keep lining for more and more
boosters, giving their freedoms away more and more, the enemy might pass this
as the "new normal", from where reversing back to normal lifestyle might be
impossible.

If people keep caving in to their demands, destruction will be the only final
outcome. We need to be mentally prepared and prepare for a long battle here. I
wish I could bring other news, but that's the reality. Not all places will be affected
equally. 2 years into this whole mess, and no logic has been applied anywhere, in
fact, insanity is ruling still.

This rule of insanity and nonsense will be really rivalled against strongly after
planetary changes in mid-late 2023, where it will be difficult to maintain all this
QR slave creating measures. Until then however, the situation is really tight and
the enemy appears to be trying to take full advantage of this to try to reform
society as much as they can.

We need to be patient and do our best to live through this, as a first. This is
essentially a war against people, and it's going to be long term, it's not a solitary
situation that will just vanish instantly. There will be a series of attacks.

I am sorry to bring these types of news but it is what it is. The upcoming years
will not be like the previous ones, nor as carefree or harassment free. That does
not mean however that anyone who is strong, works, and does their spiritual
duties, won't be fine in this decade or the next one. It just means that there will be
more external pressures against humanity from all sides, pressures that people
will have to adapt to and react against.

[Update 6 November 2021] UPDATE: Warfare through fear: Blackouts,
energy crisis, health crisis



It is a fact that many governments are having issues with coal or oil reserves.
Added to a situation of possible bad weather in the coming winter [Europe is
tending to Green Energy and Green energy is bullshit if there is no air], there are
rumors flying left and right about the situations lining up for potential "blackouts".
Of course, these could be human induced and much of this is clearly
scaremongering [refer to the other post on fear].

Prices due to the above as a result of energy and electricity are rising. That is
factual and increases of prices are anywhere from 15% to 30%. In the same way,
there are warnings from meteorologists and allusions in public discourse of a
very "bad winter" in Europe and the United States, relating to the weather and
extreme weather phenomena. The claims center around Central Europe mostly.

Extreme weather phenomena, energy crisis, health crisis, other shortages and
labor issues stemming from insanity of measures in some countries related to the
Co-Vid craze, is going to be a toxic combination that will push quite a few places
of the world and even countries to their limits. China has recommended to people
to stock up food citing tensions in Taiwan, however, it appears this was
recommended for other reasons.

With the above, there is also high risk of energy outages, be these temporary or
longer, especially for the months of December and January when rampant
weather phenomena are claimed to be "likely" to take place. From what circulates
about these events, these will affect mostly central Europe, and they are
"predictions" by meteorologists now, which may never come to pass, but the
enemy's intention is clearly expressed. More accurately, the enemy's plan to
abuse humanity is still there.

It's therefore advisable for everyone to do their own research and consider if any
amount of preparing by stocking up or other forms of preparation [financial or
otherwise] might be necessary for the close future or for people to take
precautions for the next months of this winter.

Some Nations have went as far with the outrageous Co-Vid "measures", as to
lock people who are unvaccinated out of supermarkets access. Pressing events



such as the above, if they occur, in conjunction with the general instability, might
be causes of a difficult winter coming.

Everyone must also participate in the latest Ritual Schedule to boost one's
protection and everyone's protection through the potential future outcomes of the
above (((tribulations))).

[End of Update 6 November 2021]

_____________________

[Update 13 October 2021] NOTE: Rampant Inflation.

As many people are seeing this about some weeks from the writing, they are
starting to be concerned. As always, everyone has been warned earlier. This is
probably going to intensify. Take self protection measures.

One more thing, the estimated yearly rising of Inflation in the United States is
estimated to touch 5%. That means that in about 5 years from now, for 100
dollars of purchasing power, people will actually have purchasing power
equivalent to 75 dollars or a 25% decrease. This is a form of indirect theft based
on the infinite printing of money.

As the senseless governmental printing intensifies, the randomly printed money
is always given to the "top tier" of pigs [companies of the top 1%, banks,
infrastructure that is imaginary like billions for TV Co-vid propaganda etc]. The
need to compensate for these fruitless investments of the government, which are
generally thrown on self serving individuals and pigs, might yield poor returns.

In turn, this will make the government potentially adjust taxes. That is why Joe
Biden is increasing taxes. Small businesses and the middle/lower class will be
mostly affected by these taxes.



For those that don't understand or know what inflation is, inflation is when you
increase the supply of money [printing bills], effectively, this makes every existing
bill lose some purchasing power since there is more money in circulation.

This, in effect, makes things terrible as nothing really changes to adjust the
inflation for those in the lower financial levels of society, which is left at the mercy
of the inflation. They still pay the taxes, and have to also pay indirectly the
amount of inflation that happens.

This will create unemployment, prices will not make sense [added also the
artificial enemy induced scarcity] and will also cause an array of other problems
such as issues with loan payments or mortgages.

In menial terms, the 1 dollar store through which many Americans now live by,
might become a 2 dollar store within this context, which apparently it has already
been becoming, slowly. As China also comes into this with raising production
prices or transfer prices for goods, 1 dollar will yield no profit anymore, and the
price may slowly rise [inflation adds to this]. However, the salary of the average
consumer will probably not adjust from 1000 dollars to 2000 dollars, unless there
is some form of social major reaction taking place.

In more menial terms, in many European and other countries, there is also rising
price of electricity, water supply or other bills like natural gas. The rise of these
prices may go up to 50%. This will in turn affect all production sectors, which will
in turn affect the prices at the shelves. Adding the above in consideration, the
enemy is clearly working overtime to create financial chaos and cause instability
with the idea of procuring the situation so that people end up begging for the
"Great Reset".

This is based on bogus claims of "Climate Change". Apparently the climate has
changed a lot in the last 2 years or something. Despite the actual events taking
place, the reflections on how the governments act, are nothing but false pretext.

We saw already movements like the Yellow Vests in France, going into a positive
direction of new demands adjusted for this reality. The French people here must
also remember the bogus gas and fuel taxes, or emissions taxes which almost



got France burned up from protests. They will now do the same things, but now it
appears that will be done covertly or more stealthily, yet, based on the same
pretext.

All the printed money from Co-Vid, wasn't for free. It is something they will
demand one way or another from the citizens. People who thought lockdowns
and worldwide rape was necessary over a virus of 0.02% mortality rate, are
going to experience a rude awakening that will affect their pockets now.

Everyone is advised to prepare for this.

Although we are not financial advisors, it's recommended for people to invest in
some sort of "safe haven asset" to protect themselves from losses. This does not
come without risk - there will always be risk involved.

A certain risk would be to not invest, in which case if one holds 5000$ for
example, the purchasing power with inflation added to it, might reach something
north of 50% within 10 years. That is a devastation for the average consumer
and average citizen that is not considerably wealthy. The wealthy will have to
tank a lot of damage from this too.

However, if one has invested the same amount in a safe haven asset, such as for
example Gold or Silver [there are other assets too, do your research], one might
as well experience an increase or an adjustment in the price based on inflation.

Still, there is a considerably viable scenario with Joe's fuckups that too many
things might go down the drain, so one has to do their due diligence, especially if
you have wealth, property and owned things to protect. Remember that the
enemy wants to cause loss of the capacity of ownership in people [but not to their
own cohorts] as the architects of the "Great Reset" had admitted.

This includes the rich, the poor and the middle class. They want to see to it that
everyone literally owns nothing, all these categories of people. The Middle Class
will be attacked first as it holds nations and states together. The poor will be
attacked to submission, and the rich will be bottlenecked with taxes or go into
turmoil because of the imbalance of society.



To build this, they need to make people adjusted and to conform to owning
nothing and having nothing, or adjusted to serious financial losses out of
nowhere. People must move in the opposite direction and protect whatever it is
that they own, even if this is 10 dollars and their sweatshirt. At least that WE
OWN! The same goes for our labor and other rights. WE OWN THESE, for now.

Nobody must give in even if it is to defend their 10 dollars from the architects of
the "Great Reset". In their eyes you might have 100 million or 10 bucks, but you
are a threat because they want to take everything people own anyway and rally
us into a form of "own nothing at all" communism. The abolishing of property and
ownership rights is the foundation of Communism, DESPITE OF WHATEVER
CLAIMS ARE BEING MADE BY THESE INDIVIDUALS.

They will of course, own 100% of the planet if their plan succeeds, no different
than Communist Russia. This applies to the "goy" and not themselves.

Again, we are not financial advisors and the above reflects general opinion and is
NOT financial advice. Do your own research before any financial move you
embark into.

[End of Oct 13 Update]
_____________________

[Original Post, September 27]

Reading the news, I have been seeing all around the world the Jew World Order
is now playing their second card alongside "Co-Vid" and "Climate Change",
which is artificial shortages.

Those who don't understand what this is about, this is a method jews have been
doing for thousands of years time. It's a traditional "merchant" way of causing
artificial shortages. This is to wrestle specific Nations to attack or cause mayhem
in their internal stability. The final result of this is to get Nations to start random
wars with one another, causing great upset and instability.

Clearly this is made to involve Europe, US and China.



Empty shelves, gasoline shortages and sky-high energy prices? Britain is
facing a ‘difficult winter’: https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/24/empty-s…inter.html

Much of this is also created due to Co-Vid, excessive lending, low wages,
blasting and setting farming acres on fire [which is later deceitfully attributed to
Global Warming] and so on. All of this is a part of a larger attack going on that
people here already understand. All of this the "Great Resetters" are imagining
will slowly wrestle people from all sides into their final plan.

Shortages are also a method to habitualize people in deprivation and fear. Added
with the inflation, infinite money printing, rising prices in electricity, Co-Vid
certificate to shop at the supermarket as jews tried to impose, this is another
method through which they are going to try to create disaster.

Reading everything I think we are reaching a long financial winter, that will
probably last for years to come. The economy that once existed in previous
decades for the average consumer and worker is to be forgotten. Uranus in
Taurus is also key and pivotal into this change. Poverty, change of labor force
and many other changes will be at hand circa 2024-2025.

Klaus Schwab and other inferiors are trying to do this to people in order to
wrestle them to give up "their old ways" and many other things, progressively
leading them to a reality where "you will own nothing and you will be happy".
Being a penniless borg that has not even owning of their own shirt that they
were, and is feeding itself on low cost bugs, is the great visionary plan of these
people.

This also reflects the Greatness of Klaus Schwab and the rest of these soulless
reptilians that have appointed him as "head" and "spokesman" of this entirely
alien agenda.

In the Ancient World, owning things, big or small, had to do with an extended
quality of one's soul and spirit. There is a reason people were buried with their
belongings, even if these were little. The Ancient Greek word for this literally
translated in "extension of one's essence".

People need to own at least a few things and have the necessities of life, this
reality is reflected in the base chakra which strongly holds people into these
instincts. Much of this also acts as a defense against abuse of people as a
whole. Yet the prototype of citizen Klaus wants for his futuristic serf-filled talmudic
middle ages world, won't even own the shirt they wear. This is in alignment with
the Middle Ages where the striking majority of people were treated as living cattle
and property.

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/24/empty-shelves-and-gasoline-shortages-uk-facing-a-difficult-winter.html


Jews are trying to create a Communist system in the West, or more accurately, a
cyber-dystopia right now after a Chinese model, but just on steroids. One of
these ways is through causing financial or shortage related collapse. The
narrative in the United States is the "capitalism is bad", but none of this now
means anything about capitalism. What the jews mean here, is that the jew is
angry that the average person can own a business or that they can financially
independently exist in any way, shape or form.

They therefore are not ramping up the "Anti-Capitalism" rhetoric. That is only the
cover for it to get the masses who don't see the bigger picture to get on board.
This in reality is for the 10% or less of Gentiles that actually still have some
financial power and independence, small business and other capable self
owners, as they perceive this caste and the middle class as a danger to their
"you will own nothing and ze goy will be happy" general plan.

To go even deeper here, the jews know that the totally destitute and the flat poor
cannot do much to resist them or take them down. Co-Vid was if anything else a
global scale attack against the 10% mentioned above, and against the very poor
of this world to sink them even lower. By constantly sinking them, they do hope
that nobody will be left to oppose them in their plans that they will usher in the
next years.

When the jews were attempting to take down Rome, they had a vizier to a
Roman Emperor [infiltrator Jew] and this jew was creating a well machinated
famine to wrestle the Roman Emperor to do his will and manipulate him in wars
and stealing of the Roman Treasury.

Other jews were going to sell grain to Rome at excessive prices, and they also
almost took down the Emperor by artificial famine. Eventually the constructors of
this hoax, were found out and they were executed, but quite a while after the jew
had almost manifested his plan. Damage was already caused. The Emperor was
already hated, even by many of his own people.

The resemblance here with the West and Europe is very obvious. Many are
hating on their Nations and see them as negative, just because of the tricks of
the jewish Viziers.

Of course, all of this reflected on the "Evil Emperor who left the people to die",
while the Vizier was appearing to the masses as the good vizier who tried to save
"the people", being the orchestrator of this hoax. At the end the truth came out
and this jew was executed, but the reality remained that these types of coups
almost worked.



Now, in the United States or Modern Rome, we have a literal senile "Emperor",
whose family is literally tied to China, AND the jewish viziers that are trying to
cause all of the above. Good politicians and good military are watching from the
sidelines.

Also, you will hear the same bogus nonsense in the News about "China" and how
evil China is, even literally cries about "Going to War" with China over how
freedom hating they are and all this nonsense. This didn't seem to interest many
congressional and other jews for decades now, they were great at pimping
Chinese life alongside the Chinese Communist Party to gain around 5 bucks
more per iPhone.

This is the inevitable result of jews controlling the West and bringing it under the
Chinese thumb to begin with. All the cries of War are mostly nonsense because
all the Chinese sellouts and spy infested US Government right now still wants to
pretend that it "protects the interests" of the United States. Biden might as well fly
a Chinese flag over the United States already at this pace he is going, and
declare his son the emperor of the extended China.

The reality is all the West has its manufacturing in China. Reading the news, I
have constantly read how inflation + importing everything even down to wood,
has made manufacturing prices bleeding in the background.

Jews couldn't be assed with working unions or worker's rights in the West, they
would rather have all their workers into China and that's how it happened. When
Trump attempted to bring the political idea of "Economic Nationalism" and
bringing important key companies of the United States back in it [which if all
Western Nations would do the world stability would be better]. None of this was
allowed to happen.

Instead of focusing on the essentials that Trump tried to do, despite of his
mistakes and general TV persona, people and media decided to smear him 24/7.
That is to be expected since none of the jews in the media would like the West to
survive for much longer, unless it falls into a Chinese Dystopia type of place such
as the handlers of Klaus have envisioned.

After Trump was called "Orange Man Bad Racist Antisemite" and all the rest of it,
he was taken down. The United States as a result has remained a slave to
China, being unable to produce even the most basic necessities such as
medicine. China at this rate has the whole world under its control, and
progressively this is going to expand.

Anyhow, as the Klaus Schwab borgs are going to be progressively getting



agitated, their whole agenda of what they may pull up on humanity has become
known on the web. At this rate whomever doesn't understand what is going on is
a literal idiot. Since humanity also is showing signs of resistance, we should
expect at least some aspects of this agenda to be forced down the throat of
humanity.

Everyone here should be aware of this, and remember to do copious protection
and position yourself in a way where the above would be of least effect to you,
your loved ones and family if possible. This is a long game. The end will be their
fall, but there is still quite a way to walk until there.
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